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Abstract. Using data collected from a Social Network Analysis survey administered in 
a hospital ICU, the structural uniqueness of high in-degree network members is 
assessed. This facilitates selection of a subgroup of network members to whom a 
majority of the overall network connects. Using a network coverage metric this 
uniqueness measure is compared with two other selection strategies: popularity-based 
selection and efficiency selection. The algorithm for the uniqueness calculation is 
presented. The uniqueness method is attractive due to its ease of calculation, capacity 
for use with directed network data, and potential for identifying a subgroup which 
connects to diverse audience members. Subgroup selection is conducted with the goal 
of supporting diffusion of ideas from that subgroup to the broader network.  Selection 
of a subgroup that provides broad network coverage within one step is useful in a 
variety of contexts, such as marketing, epidemiology and other fields where diffusion is 
relevant.   

1 Introduction  

 Social networks are of interest to researchers in part because they are thought 
to mediate the flow of information in communities and organizations [1,2,3,4]. 
Researchers have a growing tendency to use Social Network Analysis (SNA) for the 
design of effective clinical quality and healthcare improvement [5]. 

SNA can be used to identify subgroups within the network which have the 
capacity to disseminate innovations [6,7,8,9] or act as information sentinels.[10] These 
subgroups have the potential to assist with the process of intervention development in 
public health and hospital settings, such as defining problems and deciding on the 
mechanisms of change [11,12]. In approaching these tasks, it is crucial to identify 
individuals who are both highly influential and able to reach a variety of people in the 
network.   

The task of subgroup identification is also relevant in health care when faced 
with the issue of limited training opportunities. These limitations are mitigated if those 
selected as trainees share what they have learned with those to whom they are directly 
connected.  Smoking cessation interventions and other community wellness programs 
gain a multiplier effect when knowledge diffuses through networks in this way. Finding 
a subset which provides broad coverage in the network has the potential to maximize 
this diffusion and illustrates the practical use of this computational task in epidemiology 
and public health.  

This paper outlines a method suitable for the selection of multiple network 
members into a focus group with the goal of maximizing network coverage within one 
degree of the subgroup. This method is compared with other strategies [13] and 
limitations are identified.  
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1.1 Overview of Research Questions 
 

Using data from a Social Network Analysis survey of an Intensive Care Unit 
in a large metropolitan hospital system, a network is mapped.  The survey included five 
fixed choice free response network questions which focus on information sharing 
related to patient care, social support among health care providers, and other 
dimensions of collaborative patient care.  These questions were aggregated into a single 
network map. 

The data results in a directed network.  Survey respondents have arrows which 
start at their nodes and point towards other nodes.  The out-degree of the respondent is 
the sum of outward pointing arrows from that node and indicates how many people the 
respondent cited on the survey. The in-degree metric is also calculated for each node 
and is the total number of arrows that point towards the node [14]. It indicates how 
many respondents cited that person on the survey in response to the network questions. 

From the network, 15 people were identified as highly connected and 
influential based on a variety of metrics.  Following data collection and mapping of the 
network, researchers worked to refine the set of 15 people into a focus group of four to 
eight influential people who are positioned to quickly diffuse information to other 
network members.  This leads to additional questions: do the influencers selected into 
the focus group connect to the same people in the network, creating redundancy, or do 
they have diverse, non-overlapping connections across the network?  

 By considering the members of the focus group and those directly connected 
to them, a coverage metric results which facilitates analysis.  This coverage metric is 
the proportion of members of the total network who are either in the focus group or 
directly connected to at least one focus group member.  

This paper will explore methods aimed at selecting a focus group of 
influencers from a larger network while ensuring broad coverage.   
 
1.2 Overview of Potential Solutions 

 
To maximize coverage, merely selecting high in-degree nodes does not 

guarantee an optimal result.  While in-degree centrality can be used to select influential 
network members based on the size of their ego networks [15,16]. in-degree alone is 
inadequate for determining the structural uniqueness.  Members selected into a focus 
group using in-degree alone may have similar connections, leading to lower coverage 
of the overall network by that focus group due to redundancy.   

A subset which leads to 100% coverage is referred to as a Dominating Set [17]. 
Identification of a Dominating Set is computationally intensive and often impractical 
[18]. The potential value of Positive Influence Dominating Set (PIDS) in a social 
networks related to public health has also been explored. However, many real world 
social networks, together with our research subjects, may not require the strict 
assumption that one will adopt an innovation only if more than half of her neighbors 
have adopted it. 
  This project defined hubs as nodes with whose in-degree exceeded the upper 
fence value calculated from the overall in-degree data, specifically Quartile 
3+1.5(Interquartile Range).  The popularity-based selection method chooses people 
who ranked as hubs most frequently as focus group members. Although this method 
gives credit to highly cited individuals who are influential in different dimensions of the 
survey, it does not guarantee that they provide information to diverse members across 
the network.  

Ronald S. Burt has also introduced a method of measuring network 
redundancy [19]. Burt’s method allows quantitative exploration of overlapping ego 
networks and assigns an efficiency value to each network member. While useful, this 
method has two major limitations. First, it fails to take directionality into consideration. 
Ignoring this may lead to an over-simplification of data and unreliable results. Secondly, 
Burt’s method fails to present how one potentially influential node shares its audience 
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members with other influencers. Stephen P. Borgatti clarifies and illustrates the 
measure in his article Structural Holes: Unpacking Burt’s Redundancy Measures [19]. 
Since the calculation is well documented in that article, it is not illustrated here. Burt’s 
Redundancy measure is comparatively explored in terms of network coverage 
performance below. 

Although findings suggest that high network redundancy has negative effect 
on organizations by reducing individuals’ opportunity to reach information from 
diverse sources [20,21,22], the approaches of popularity based selection and efficiency 
may not sufficiently address this problem when selecting a subgroup. Structural 
Uniqueness, a new aspect of measuring the features of network actors, should be 
considered.  
 
2 Method 

 
Uniqueness calculations follow a three step process. This process involves 

identifying attention values of participants, determining attention inflow for each hub 
and averaging that inflow based on in-degree to provide a summary value for each hub. 

Figure 1 illustrates the calculation of uniqueness value. Nodes labeled P1, P2, 
P3 and P4 represent survey participants. H1, H2 and H3 represent team members who 
have been cited as information sources. The arrows indicate the information seeking 
from participants. In this research, we assume an individual can only influence those 
from whom it receives an in-degree.			

                     
Fig. 1. Uniqueness Calculations 

Step1: Analysis of participants (round nodes) occurs first. The uniqueness 
calculation operates with the assumption that the attention of a participant towards each 
hub is uniformly distributed among outward ties.  P3 has an out-degree of two and is 
influenced by node H1 and H2. Under the uniform attention assumption P3 pays 1/2 of 
her attention to H1 and 1/2 of her attention to H2. The distribution of all participants’ 
attention is calculated in a similar manner and is illustrated in the network map shown 
in Figure 1.  

Step 2: Identification of attention inflow to the hubs (square nodes) follows 
and is referred to as the pure attention value for each hub. Node H1 receives the full 
attention of node P2, denoted by the edge weight 1 in the network, along with 1/2 from 
P3 and 1/3 from P1. The pure attention value of H1 is the sum of these values and 
equals 11/6. Similarly, H2 receives a pure attention value of 4/3 while H3 earns a pure 
attention value of 5/6. 

Step 3: The uniqueness of each hub is calculated.  This value is the average of 
the attention inflows.  It is the ratio of the pure attention value to the in-degree of that 
hub. H1’s uniqueness value is (11/6)÷3=11/18=.611. Hub 1 is described as the recipient 
of 61.1% attention from each of its neighbors on average. 
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 A higher uniqueness value indicates that a hub has fewer 
overlapping neighbors with other hubs. In this example, node H1 scores the 
highest uniqueness because H1 receives undivided attention from node P2 which has an 
out-degree 1. 

This result can also be calculated from a data matrix. The full socio-matrix can 
be reduced to an asymmetric matrix—the Matrix of Network Ties. In this matrix, each 
row name represents a survey participant; each column name represents an identified 
hub who is being considered for possible selection into the focus group.  

The Matrix of Network Ties is an m×n binary matrix where T(p,h)={0,1} to 
indicate information seeking from participants to hubs. 

                                                                     (1)                                                               
For participants whose row total is non-zero, the attention calculation follows. 

From Matrix T, the cells of the Attention Matrix A are given by:  

                                                   (2)                                         
The denominator of this formula equals the out-degree of participant p towards 

all the identified hubs she has nominated. This method aims to make comparisons 
merely among hubs, so the ties linking from participant p to other ordinary network 
members are ignored.  

Matrix A is an m×n matrix where each cell is a probability and each row sums 
to 1. Formally, Matrix A is described as a right stochastic matrix. In the Matrix A, cell 
a(p,h) indicates the probability that participant p's attention is given to person h. 

                                                                           (3)                                                                
For each node that is considered as a potential focus group member, the 

uniqueness value can be calculated by: 

                          (4)                                               
These formulas facilitate quick programing in languages such as R. These 

formulas also allow a node to be included as a participant and influencer at the same 
time. 
 
3 The Comparison of the Three Selection Strategies 

 
Using hospital data from the Social Network Analysis survey in-degree 

centrality combined with attribute information was used to identify a group of 15 
people with potentially outstanding influence.  In this section, the uniqueness strategy 
will be compared with efficiency selection and popularity-based selection as a tool to 
reduce the set of 15 people into a final focus group of smaller size. The ranks of hubs 
are shown in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2. The Rank of Hubs with Different Selection Strategy 

For each strategy, the members for the focus group are selected according to 
the rank. Figure 3 shows Unit A’s social network of 43 actors. The square nodes 
indicate the 15 identified hubs. After selecting a hub to the focus group, all nodes 
pointing to it are considered covered. The ideal scenario is reaching 100% coverage of 
all participants. The black nodes are also nominated as hubs, but they did not participate 
the survey and have no out-degree in the graph, so they cannot be reached by any other 
hub. These hubs can be selected into the focus group but are not considered when 
calculating the coverage.   

 
Fig. 3. The Network of Unit A before and after Selecting Hub H14 into the Focus Group 

Figure 3 illustrates selection of a single node and the coverage that results.  
Selection of h14, who has the highest uniqueness value results in coverage of 40%.  
This includes 14 participants within one step, shown in grey, and 21 participants 
“unreached” (white nodes). 
 As a closer examination of these three strategies, the number of unreached 
participants when selecting different focus group sizes is illustrated in Figure 4. For 
Unit A, B and C, as the number of hubs selected to the focus group increases the 
number of unreached participants decreases. In each of these scenarios the uniqueness 
strategy very often had a higher coverage of respondents. In each data set full coverage 
was achieved by the uniqueness strategy before it was achieved by other methods, 
which is also shown in Figure 4.  

While diffusion potential is considered here without data on diffusion 
outcomes the uniqueness calculation has shown quality performance with this data set. 
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Fig. 4.  The Comparison of Different Strategies in the Three Units	

4. Limitation 
 

By calculating the uniqueness value for each node, this method transfers a set 
of structural relationships into one’s personal features, facilitating comparison of nodes. 
However, there are still limitations of the current analysis. We did not examine the 
coverage performance of uniqueness in networks with structural features different than 
those observed in our data. Also, two-step flow of communication was not taken into 
consideration. Last but not least, the interplay between structural uniqueness and 
personal or social attributes, such as specialty, attitude towards innovation and 
frequency of interactions, remains an open area for research. How to comprehensively 
use these attributes is still in an exploratory stage.  
 
5. Conclusion 
 

As part of a hospital based research project using social network analysis, 
researchers encountered the challenge of selecting a small focus group of potential 
influencers with the capacity to diffuse innovation to a broader group of people in their 
unit. Facing this methodological challenge, the uniqueness measurement was developed 
and employed.  

The uniqueness measure is inspired by Burt’s redundancy measures, and some 
limitations of his methods are overcome. While some researchers have written on issues 
related to that measure, very few have actually collected network data and applied 
Burt’s concepts, and none, including Burt, have done so outside of a business context 
[23]. Using data from health care professionals the uniqueness measurement served as a 
useful method to identify a subset of nodes with broad network coverage. When used 
alongside in-degree centrality the uniqueness measure helps to quickly differentiate 
potential focus group members. 
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